ARCTIC AND SUBARCTICMARINEECOLOGY:
IMMEDIATEPROBLEMS
M. J. Dunbar”

T

H E study of marine biology in
the north has been pursued, in the past,
mainly bythe Scandinavian countries. Inthenorthernwaters
which
Scandinavian biologists donot normally visit, and especially in theNorth
American Arctic, marine investigation is in its infancy, and has even lagged
behind terrestrial ecology in the samearea.As
there are now signs that this
condition is to be put back in balance, this is the proper time to review briefly
the most interesting results of the past and to point out the most promising
fields of study for the immediate future.
For the purposes of this paper the terms “arctic” and “subarctic”, applied
to themarineenvironment
only, are used as defined previously (Dunbar,
1951a): the marine arctic beingformed of those areas inwhich unmixed
water of polar origin (from the upper layers of the Arctic Ocean) is found
in the surface layers (200-300 metres at least). Admixture of water of terrigenous origin is ignoredin this definition. The marinesubarctic isdefined
as those marine areas where the upper water
layers are ofmixed polar and
non-polar origin. By far the greater part of the marine subarctic lies on the
Atlantic side, extending fromthe Scotian shelf and HudsonStraittothe
Barents and Kara seas, and including almost the whole coast of west Greenland,
the waters around Newfoundland and
Iceland, much of the Norwegian Sea,
and the waters off the west coast of Spitsbergen. The southern boundary of
the marine subarctic is the limit of southward penetration of the arctic water;
clearly it variesseasonally and with the state of the climatic cycle. For the
large and rather ill-defined marine region south of the subarctic, theterm
“boreal” isused here, but with that region we are notdirectlyconcerned.
It should be added that the division employed here apparently applies less to
sessileanimals and plants, than to the plankton and nekton,
because of local
variations in summer. This does notdisturbthe
general picture, and is
discussed further below.

Production
The fact that this division between the marine arctic and subarctic is not
an arbitrary thing, but reflects a real and obvious difference in the biological
production of the two regions, points to this difference as one of the most
interesting things about the northern waters, and the study of the causes of
the difference has only just begun. The fact itselfis quite evident: the great
subarctic belt across theNorthAtlantic areais one of the richest parts of
*Associate Professor of Zoology, McGill University.
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Fig. 1. Zones of the marine environment; the subarctic zone,asdefined
in the text, is
stippled. The lines of delimitation are approximate, and dotted lines indicate regions
still in doubt. There issome evidence thatthe subarctic should extend farther south in
the region southeast of Iceland, northern Scotland, and western Norway, and that the
coasts of Kamchatka and parts of the Seas of Okhotsk and Japan should alsobe included
in the subarctic.

the oceans of the world, the home of fisheries of immensevalue, maintained
by many nations of the Atlanticcommunity.
That thesefish resources are
dependent upon plankton production is obvious, and the same is true of other
parts of the seas of great economic value, such as the subantarcticbeltand
theregion of influence of thePeruCurrent
off the west coast of South
1Figures 1 to 4 are reproduced from drawings prepared for the author’s chapters on
“NorthernWaters” in theforthcoming volume ‘Geography of the Northlands’, edited
by G. H. T. Kimble and Dorothy Good, to be published for the American Geographical
Society by John Wiley and Sons.
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Fig. 2. Bathymetry of thenorthern seas. The four deep enclosedbasins

(Arctic Ocean,
GreenlandandNorwegian seas, and Baffin Bay)havemany
faunistic points in common,
although separated by submarine ridges. NoticetheWyvilleThompson
ridge north of
Scotland and its extension to Icelandandeast Greenland, also the similar ridge in Davis
Strait. Both ridges rise to a waterdepth of about 600 metres.

America. Infactthe
much higher planktonproductioninthe
subarctic,
when compared with the arctic, is at once apparent in the field. The quantitative measurement of this difference in production, however, is only now
beginningin certain parts of the north, and is one of the next steps to be
taken intheNorth
American Arctic and Subarctic. The chemical and
physical factorsunderlyingthe
differences in production havealso to be
investigated. It may be that the high production in subarctic water is caused
simply by the lifting of the temperature inhibition in water of arctic origin
(arcticwaterbeingverycold,
and thereforepresumablya
depressant upon
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Fig. 3. Majorcurrents of the northern seas. All details,lesser eddies etc., omitted.

growth rates1), which is otherwise of highproduction
potential insuch
properties asgases held in solution, nutrient salts,and high viscosity; but
this has still to be demonstrated, It has also been suggested that the presumed
high concentration of polymgrizedwater
molecules (trihydrolor
higher
polymer) in waterrecently rhelted from ice may have a beneficial effect
upon the growth and division of plant cells, as has been demonstrated experimentally. So far no method of measuring the concentration of specific water
polymers has beendevised.
1It has been demonstrated that the growth rates of the larvae of certain bottom-living
forms in the arctic and subarctic are in fact no lower than in similarspecies in warmer
water, indicating presumably a genetically established regulating mechanism, but for the
massof the zooplankton, and for the phytoplankton, there is as yet no evidence of this.
Infact, the much larger generation time in colderwater in the holoplanktonic animals,
indicates a greatly reduced rate of growth. For the pelagic larvae of benthonic species
there are other pressing considerations which favourthe selectionof the higher growth
rates,andwhich
do not apply to the holoplanktonic forms.
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There is another possibility in this matter of subarctic production which
requires testing, namelythatthehighproduction
is caused entirelybyupwelling of water from lower layers, laden with plant nutrients, a t all times of
year. Thustheunderlying
cause of thehighproduction
in the Icelandic
waters, and in the vicinity of the Faeroes and northern Scotland is, on this
view, the presence of the submarine ridge (Wyville Thompson ridge), running
from Scotland to the Faeroes, and extending from there to Iceland and east
Greenland, causing upwelling of Atlantic water. The ridge between Hdlsteinsborg and southeast Baffin Island is supposed to play the same part in southwest
Greenland.Highproduction
in thesubarctic belt is thuslookedupon
as
strictly comparable to the high production along the west African
coast and
the west coast of South America, although the types of water upwelling are
markedly different. In the latter two regions it is cold antarctic water which
comes to the surface, whereas any upwelling in the Iceland-Scotland area must
be of Atlantic water. Again, it may be that the mixture of polar and non-polar
water causes general instability, favouring vertical exchange of water, and that
this is the important thing in determining subarctic production. It is of course
clear that upwelling, wherever it occurs, will normally increase production,
as it does everywhere in the usual annual succession of events. But it is still
doubtful whether upwelling alone can explain the high subarctic production;
it is significant that wherever arctic water meets boreal water, the production
goes up. Moreover, it is by no means demonstrated that instability in subarctic waters is the rule; there is high stability, for instance, in the west Greenland coastal current in summer.
Quite apart from further hydrographic work
designed to show the stability
or instability of subarctic waters, and the extent of upwelling, the measurement
of the phosphate and nitrate concentrations in both arctic and subarctic water
should go fartowards elucidating this interesting matter,the discussion of
which dates as far back as Nansen (1902) and Gran (1902). The problem
was attacked by Braarud (1935) inDenmarkStrait
and the east Greenland
current, but itis not yet quiteclear to what extent the supply
of plant nutrients
in the surface layers isexhausted during the phytoplankton bloom, and how
soon it is replaced. It is quite possible that the phosphate is not exhausted
in the arctic water in the spring, and that the arctic water may always have
a significant surplus of phosphate and nitrate to contribute to the
subarctic,
even in summer.l The Russian Papanin expedition of 1937 found that although
the phytoplankton growth in the Arctic Ocean in July
was ‘poor, there was
considerable flowering in August, by which time the snow cover had melted
and the penetration of light becamepossible.
The presence of considerable
quantities of phytoplankton beneath the ice in summer isalso recorded from
Point Barrow (MacGinitie, 1949, personal communication). If the useof the
plant nutrients occurs so late in the season in the Arctic Ocean, it may well
1Measurements of phosphate by the Dana expeditions of recent years have shown low
by the
values, down to zero at the surface in July, in east Greenland. Measurements made
Calunus expedition, however, inCumberlandSound,BaffinIsland,
show somewhathigher
values, and the Godthuub resultswerevariable.
The question is by no meanssettled.
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follow that the outflow of nutrients in the east Greenland current and through
the Canadian Archipelago in the spring is quite large.
The measurement of the amount of plankton can be done in several ways.
The number of plant cells can be counted directly from samples collected in
water samplers and preserved in weak formalin, a method which was used by
Gran (1929) and by Braarud (1935), and which is at present being employed
by Grgntved (1953, personal communication)on samples from west Greenland, with good results. The zooplankton, excluding the largest members, is
measured by the useof vertical nets, or by quantitative mechanical sampler.
Both these methods measure the “standing crop”, or concentration of organisms
a t a given time, and they are reliable if enough samples are taken. Chemical
methods,measuring the consumption orproduction of a givenelement of
metabolism, provide an estimate of the rate of production; a recent innovation
in this field is the Carbon-14 method developed by Steemann Nielsen (1952)
andused on the Galathea expedition. All these methods should be applied to
the North American Arctic and Subarctic.
There are particular areas where such study of the plankton production
would be of special interest, such as Hudson Bay, the Arctic Ocean itself, and
the Beaufort Sea. The latter, although strictly speaking a part of the Arctic
Ocean, is nevertheless clearly influenced by non-arctic water from the Bering
Sea. Hudson Bay is highly stratified insummer,and
it hasbeen supposed
that the apparent low production of the Bay (which still has to be confirmed)
is caused by the lack of proper vertical exchange of water during the winter.
There are thus two points to be cleared up in Hudson Bay: the actual level of
production of living matter, and the winter hydrographic regime. The latter
can of course only be done by working stations through the ice, a technique
which has already been tried out on severaloccasions: by the Danish Three
Years expedition in east Greenland (193 1-4), by thePapanin expedition of
1937, by Digby a t Scoresby Sund, and by Nutt in the Goose Bay region in
1952. Atechnique of through-the-ice work is described and illustrated in
Thorson’s (1946) most useful paper on future work in arctic animal ecology.
The plankton production in the Arctic Ocean itself has been a matter bf
contention for many years, but it has never yet been measured. Nansen, after
the famous Fram expedition of1893-6, concluded that the Arctic Ocean was
abarren area, becausehis plaqkton nets caught little planktonandthe seal
population seemed very low. ptefansson, on the other hand, having lived on
seal during a prolonged trek ahross the polar ice during the Canadian Arctic
expedition of1913-8,
obtainep a quite different impression, andreported,
moreover, the abundance of so-icalled “shrimps” (possibly a pelagic amphipod)
in thesurfacewaterbetweenthe
ice floes. The collections of the Russian
Papanin expedition of
1937
apparentlyconfirmed Stefansson’s conclusions
rather than Nansen’s, although the final plankton results do not seem to have
appeared yet. Clearly this situation calls for decisive study, and the only way
to do it is to maintain regular quantitative plankton collections all year round
at one station, chosen for ease’of access and depth of water. Probably the
coast of northern Ellesmere Island, or of Greenland, offers the best conditions.
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The penetration of light at allseasons of theyear, and the oxygen and
phosphate concentrations, should of course be measured atthe same time.
Before leaving the subject of production, mention should be made (1) of
the necessity for study of winter as well as summer conditions in all phases,
both in those areas normally frozen over, and in the ice-free subarctic regions
of southwest Greenland, and (2) of the need for bacterial studies in northern
seas, in order to establish the rate of bacterial mineralization of organic detritus.
Plankton biology in general
There are other facets of plankton biology in coldwaterswhich
offer
valuable returns for research, but which can be mentioned here only in summarized form:
( 1 ) Vertical diurnal migration of the plankton, a normal phenomenon all over
the world and largely dependent upon changes in illumination, was observed
in Svalbard waters, latitude 80°, in 1893 by Walther, even in theheight of
summer when the sun was well above the horizon a t midnight. Walther was
surprised to find this phenomenon so far north in summer, but Russell (1927)
has since pointed outthatthe
illumination which is able to penetratethe
surface a t that latitude in June, a t midnight, is very much less, midnight sun
or no midnight sun, than the penetration at noon. Later, however, Bogorov
(1946) published his observations in the Barents Sea, in which he found no
evidence of vertical migration duringthe height of summer. Clearly this
problem needs further research.
( 2 ) Cold-waterplankton is remarkable for the large size attained by the
individuals, when compared with the
same or closely related species in temperate or warmer waters. It has been assumed thatthe effect of thelow
temperature on the development of the gonads is one important factor: “Delayed sexual maturity,whichfavors
growthin size, appears to be directly
dependentonretardation
of growthat lowertemperatures, and this is a
common characteristic of northern marine creatures” (Hesse, Allee, and
Schmidt, 1937, p. 159). It is not yet clear, however, why the gonadial growth
does not maintain the same rate, relative to somatic growth, as in warmer
water. It may be that so muchenergy is required to offset theverylow
environmental temperaturesthatthe
gonads are penalized in favour of the
general metabolism. Large sizeisan advantage at low environmental temperatures, for poikilotherms as for homoiotherms, but in poikilotherms it requires
a longer life to achieve it (relative to the size of the species), because growth
rates are controlled by the environment (see footnote p. 78); the adjustment
of the gonadial and somatic growth rates may therefore be established in the
hereditary mechanism of the species, and maynot be simply and directly
controlled by the external temperature. At all events, in order tothrow
light on this perennially puzzling matter, an investigation of the metabolism
of arctic plankton animals is needed. The measurement of the oxygen requirements of arctic plankton could be done quite simply in an adequately equipped
ship’s laboratory, but moresimplyinashore
station. The results would
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dovetail usefully with the wdrk of Thorson (1936), who studied the oxygen
metabolism of shallow-waterbenthonic forms, mostly molluscs, in northeast
Greenland, and found that the metabolic rate was approximately the same as
in closely related temperate(Danish)
species and in tropical species,each
group being measured a t their normal environmental temperatures. Measured
a t the same temperature,thearcticformsshoweda
considerably higher
metabolic rate. The whole matter of body size and metabolic rate has recently
been reviewed, with considerable new experimental work, by Zeuthen (1947),
and a theoretical development of the question hasbeenpublished
by Hemmingsen ( 1950).
(3)Thorson (1946, p. 25) mentionsthefood
of zooplankton in thenorth
as requiring research. T o quote one point from his paper: “Ussing [1938]is
of opinion that in winter mow copepods [ineast Greenland] are able to live
on the food obtained in summer (stored as oil drops). Place, therefore, such
winter-copepods in sterile sea-water to have this problem cleared up.” This
work, together with the metabolic study already mentioned and other research
discussed below, needs wintering parties with laboratories equipped with
constant temperature aquaria, filtering devices, and so on. Laboratories aboard
research vessels, even small vessels, should also be similarly equipped if possible.
(4) Breeding cycles of planktonic animals, the nature of which is fundamental
to theproduction of the standing crop each year, require a great deal of
study, and for best results alsocall for winter as well as summer work. The
factthat interesting complications arise inthe breeding cycles of certain
zooplankters in the north has already been demonstrated by Dunbar (1941).
Generation time in certain copepods hasbeen studied by Ussing (1938), and
the bimodal size-distributions in copepods found in northern waters by Ussing
and by Jespersen (1934) are also involved in this matter of breeding cycles.
The suggestion of Ussing that the surface water of fjords, which is warmed
in summertime atld which has beencalled “fjordwater”bythe
Danish
workers, is important and perhaps essential to the survival of arctic copepods,
requires testing.
Benthbnic and littoral fauna
Many benthonic and littoral
animals are sessile, and all of them,except
the fishes, are limited in powers of locomotion anddispersal. Most of them,
moreover, are restricted in their distribution with respect to depth. These
circumstancesmake it lesssimple to followthe arctic-subarctic pattern of
distribution in the benthos and littoral than in the plankton and nekton. Large
scale changes in the position and extent of the subarctic marine belt will of
course result in extinctions ofsessile populations and theirreplacementby
others, but at any time during this climatic cycle there will always be seasonal
differences in temperature in the upper 30-50 metres of water, which will
greatly affect the distribution :and living conditions of these forms. This has
been pointed out and developed in a veryinteresting manner by Lemche (1941),
for the opisthobranch gastropods of east Greenland. Forms of more southerly
affinities are found in northeast Greenland in the upper waters only, where
~
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reproductioncan take place a t less rigoroustemperatures in the summer.
Below this zone there is a population of arctic forms which live a t the lower
temperatures all yearround.Consequently,
if the distribution of thetwo
groups are placed on the samemap without taking depth into account, they
are foundto coincide almost exactly in east Greenland. This of course is
quite misleading, and emphasizes the fact that for the division of the benthonic
fauna into arctic and subarctic regions it is essential to allow for this differentiation within the upper water layers. (The criterionemployed, described
above, deals with the upper 200-300 metres of water, which is the approximate
depth of thearcticwaterlayer
in theArctic Ocean;below this thedepth
factor appliesalso, naturally, to the plankton).
So far, no work of this sort
has been done on the North American Arctic shallow-water benthos.
The distinction between the two groups just mentioned lies in their reproductive physiology, and there is nodoubtthatthe
most promising lines of
research in this ecological divisionlie in the elucidation of the reproductive
requirements and limitations. Dr.GunnarThorson,
of the Universityof
Copenhagen, has made notable advances in this field; and since he has already
reviewed the whole subject on a global scale (Thorson, 1950; 19Sl), and also
established thestudyinarctic
waters (Thorson, 1936) and indicated the points
which require research intheimmediate
future(Thorson, 1946), it is not
proposed to deal with this subject here. It must be enough to point out that
a valuable contribution to the whole pattern of benthonic reproductive habits,
which are of great interest, would bemade by applying Thorson’s methods
to the North American fauna, particularly as regards the presence or absence
(and length) of the larval life. There isalso much work to be done on the
density of the benthonic fauna, by the use of bottom samplers, along the lines
of Vibe’s (1939) work in the Thule and Upernavik districts.
The term “littoral” is used here as coextensive with “intertidal”, and thus
not in the sense advocated by Hesse, Allee, and Schmidt (1937). The littoral
fauna hasspecial conditions to face, in whichtheatmospheric climate must
play animportant part. It was uponthemarine climate, however, notthe
atmospheric climate, that the study of Madsen (1936; 1940) put the emphasis
as possibly determining the distribution of northern littoral faunas. His work
suggested thatthelittoral fauna in large part disappeared north of apoint
which was determined by the nature of the water, possibly by the presence or
absence of Atlantic water on the coast. This point would thus coincide with
the boundary between the arctic and subarctic regions as defined in this paper,
and hence the nature of the littoral fauna might serve as an added indicator of
hydrographic conditions. Before this possibility canbe developed, however,
a great deal of littoral collecting is necessary, especially in the North American
Subarctic.
Apart from such zoogeographical considerations, the littoral fauna of the
northern seas calls for investigation of breeding seasons and breeding cycles at
different levels onthe beach, and of the conditions of survival duringthe
winter, on all of which points our knowledge is extremely poor. The biology
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of such abundant formsas the a&phipod crustacean Gummaws (several species),
the barnacle Balanus balanoides, and the snail Littorina saxatilis, for instance,
shores; and almost
has scarcely been studied at all onarcticandsubarctic
nothing is known of the northern littoral microfauna.
Nekton (fishes and marine mammals)

It is in the study of the macrofaunal elements of the northern seas that
we come into immediate contact
with the economy of the Eskimo, and it is
here that investigations intended to develop new resources, or to conserve the
old, become of immediate value. They are not on thataccount necessarily
the most important in the long run, but they appeal to the general public, and
hencereachmore easily for the public purse-strings than the more obscure
scientific projects canhope to do.
,
In true arctic waters, that is, inside the arctic zone as here defined, fishes
are not abundant, and thenektonicconstituent in the biomassis dominated
by the mammals; in the subarctic waters, fishes make up a very important part
of the total fauna, and the mammals are not dominant. This interesting fact,
which hasas a corollary the direct dependence of the mammals, in the arctic
zone, upon the macroplankton (invertebrate) instead of on the fish, has never
been explained, nor has there been any attempt to throw light upon it experimentally. Speculation upon it leads to a consideration of the glacial history
of the northern waters, and of the time-scale in the evolution of fishes,and
although the problem of the glacial history can be attacked in various ways
through the study of northern marine ecology today, it
is not the purpose
of this paper to develop this line of thought. It has been touchedupon in
another paper (Dunbar, 1951b).
The problemcan alsobe attacked,moredirectly, by thestudy of the
metabolism of arctic fishes at the temperatures at which they live, and of the
general relation which their reproduction and development bear to temperature.
It should be emphasized that the poverty of the fish fauna, in terms of numbers
of fish species, is not itself surprising-it is part of the general picture of fewer
species of most groups in arctic water.l What has to be explained is why no
single species has been able to achieve a dominant or even an important position
in the total fauna, in contrast to other poikilotherms, all of them invertebrates,
many of which are extremely abundant in arctic water, such as certain amphipods, copepods, and molluscs.
1A recentstudy(Thorson,
1951) has thrown a new light on the matter ofspecies
numbers in the marine environment of the arctic, temperate, and tropical regions. For the
intertidal and shallow-water invertebrates, it is the “epifaunal”species
which increase
greatly in numbers toward the tropics, the “epifauna” including all dwellers uponthe
surfaces of various substrates, such bs rock, stones, coral reefs,andseaweed,whereas
the
numbers of species in the “infauna”, mainly burrowing forms in the large uniform environment of sandy and muddy bottoms, are approximately the same in comparable environments
in all three major zones, tropics to arctic. In the light of this, the poverty offishspecies
(and also of holoplanktonic species) in the arctic water appears to be a breach of the rule,
for ecologically the fishes,especially
the pelagicfishes,mustbecompared
withthe
benthonic and littoral “infauna”, for which the environmentis constant over large areas,
and not broken up into a multitude ofsmall habitats as in the epifaunal environments.
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Fig. 4. The biological cycle in the arctic and subarctic marine zones, somewhat simplified.
The prey-predator system illustrated in theright-hand three-quarters of the figure ends
finally in the production of organic detritus, which is decomposed by the bacterial action
mainly on the sea-floor in moderate depths. The resulting supply of inorganic plant
nutrients (nitrates, phosphates) is returned to the surface by vertical water exchange in
theautumn and winter, and is thus available for the regeneration of the phytoplankton
population in the springtime conditions of increasing sunlight,

The poverty of the fish fauna in arctic water is particularly remarkable
in the pelagial, as opposed to the littoral and benthal, regions. The polar cod,
Boreogadus saida, although frequently referred to as a pelagic form because
it is often seen among ice floes, is in fact much more commonly found close
to the bottom in fairly shallow water; and the arctic char, Salvelinw alpinus,
although in part a planktonic feeder during its short annual stay in salt water,
The shallow
cannot be considereda true pelagic species on thataccount.
water benthos includes a few families of fishes which are widespread although
nowhere very abundant. The young of these benthal forms, Cottids, Liparids,
Agonids, Gadids, etc., are often taken in plankton nets, especially a t night, and
be learned abouttheirabundance and
it is probable thatmuchmorecould
their habits by the useof large (two-metre) stramin nets, and other types of
small-mesh mid-water trawls. Pelagic young fishescape, forthe most part,
fromtheordinary
plankton nets. The sameis true of the largest pelagic
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crustacea, such as theHyperiid amphipods and the Euphausidswhich, like
the young fish,lie on the border-line between the plankton and the nekton,
and which canbe collected adequately only with appropriate mid-water trawls.
The subarctic fisheries must be left out of the present paper; they are an
extremely large subject in themselves. Moreover, they are being studied and
developed constantly, insuch areas as west Greenland, Spitsbergen, andthe
Norwegian, Barents, and Kara seas. There is room for considerable biological
work on the economic fishes of the Labrador coast, however, and the possibilities of the Beaufort Sea have yet to be investigated fully. At the northern
edge of the subarctic water, ahd
also beyondit,there is aneed for experimental fishing for such formsas the arctic halibut, Reinhardtius hippoglossoides,
and the Greenland shark, Somniosus microcephalus, in Baffin Island waters and
northward.IntheBurwell
area of Ungava Bay the Calanus expeditions
recorded the young of the arctic halibut, but the adults have not yet been
taken.
In terms ofman’s immediate interests, there is anurgencyaboutthe
scientific study of the arctic and subarctic marine
mammals which does not
apply to any other marine problem discussed here. The northern sea mammals
havebeen hunted by Eskimo and by Europeans for centuries; the European
killing has been for a shorter time, but has been very much more destructive.
The Eskimo, by themselvesand uninfluenced by Europeans, had struck a
natural balance between themselvesand their sea mammal resources. They
were themselves part of an established ecological system. The commercial
whalers and sealers, on the other hand, came from another system upon which
theyweredependent, and their activities amongthe northern seamammals
may rightly be termed an invasion. As might be expected, the species which
they prized most, the Greenland whale or bowhead, was soon brought to the
verge of extinction, and the introduction of the rifle to the Eskimo, by both
whalers and traders, is now doing considerable damage to the seal populations.
Whatever recriminations may be made about these two facts (theone is history,
the other is now much more than a simple zoological problem), they have left
problems which the zoologist can certainly tackle.
It is probably true that all marine mammal species in the north, a t one or
more points of their range, are now seriously reducedinnumbers.
There
may be exceptions to this, for instance the white whale and the narwhal, which
possibly are holding their own, but in general the marine mammal populations
have been declining, and in a belated awareness of this, we are faced with the
fact of our almost complete ignorance of the most elementary matters of their
life histories. The cases of the Greenland whale and the walrus are particularly
clear. Since the almost complete extinction of thebowhead before the First
World War, it hasbeen given protection, and there are signs now that the
population has been very slowly increasing; for the present there is little to
do about it except to leave it in peace,and to keep records of its recovery.
But the walrus is another matter; there is clear evidence that the walrus was
once much more widespread than it is at present, and it is improbable that this
retreat has beencaused entirelybychangesin
climate duringthe last four
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hundred years, although that may havehad something todowith
it. The
walrus has been the object of commercial hunting for several centuries, and
it is still occasionally killed in numbers by sealingvessels. It isalso hunted
by Eskimo armed with rifles, some a t least of whom seem to have forgotten
their fathers’ hunting wisdom, so that there is much waste, especially in summer,
which would not have occurred in earlier times, and without the rifle. The
same is true of other Pinnipedia in the north. The sinking during the summer
hunting, caused by shooting the animals from a distance, very often without
adequate means of retrieving them, accounts for the wastage of a ridiculously
large proportion of the seal and walrus. It would be a mistake to think that
this matterdoesnotcomeintothe
business of the marine biologist. The
Eskimo is part of the marine system, just as the whaler is, and his activities are
most important zoologically. In this connection, the designing and introduction of a good, inexpensive shoulder harpoon gun would be helpful.
W e have to make astudy of the life histories of themarine animals,
beginning from almostnothing, in order to discover wherewemayapply
conservation measures. A little has been published on the walrus, from Alaska
(Collins, 1940) and from northwest Greenland (Vibe, 1950), but for the rest
wehave only scattered observations published in odd corners of expedition
reports, popular books, or filed in manuscript in Government offices. There
isan excellent account of the harp seal (Phoca groenlandica) of the White
Sea area by Sivertsen (1941), and Fisher (1952) is conducting a thorough
study of the harp seal on its Gulf of St. Lawrence breeding ground, sponsored
by the Fisheries ResearchBoard of Canada. The harp seal, like thehooded
seal (Cystophora cristata), is a migranr species, spending the summer in the
north. Those which breed in the Newfoundland and St. Lawrence area move
to west Greenland and Baffin Bay in the spring, and they are fairly common
in Ungava Bay and along the eastern and northern coasts ofBaffin Island. It
is in this northern part of the harp seal range that we need information on
abundance, food habits, and migration. It is possible that some of the adolescent
seal remain in the north during the winter; if so, it is important that we have
some estimate of the numbers involved, in order that population studies done
farther south, in thebreeding areas, may take this into account.
For those sea mammals that breed in the north-walrus, ringed seal (Phoca
hispida), bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus), and some of theharbour seal
population (Phoca vitulina), also the beluga or white whale and the narwhal,
a program of research should include the following: (1) A census done by
countingbreeding colonies, summer schools, hunting kills,and byrunning
counts from ships in transit, all of which must be kept up through the years.
( 2 ) The collection of reproductive tracts, stomach contents, and parasites, in
( 3 ) The
sufficient numbers to give good material forlaboratorystudy.
collection of teeth and possibly certain bones (bacula, for instance) for ageing
purposes, so that the age composition of the population may be determined;
and the discovery of good methods of ageing in general (the useof teeth is
quitenewfor
seal and walrus, andtheremaybeothermeans).(4)
The
study of migrations, especially winter distribution. It is notknown,for
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instance, whether the walrus df Hudson Bay remain within the Bay during
the winterornot,nor
is it lanown whichgroup of walrus visits Akpatok
Island in early July each year1 Something of thewinter distribution could
be discovered by air surveys, but the only final way of establishing migration
habits is by marking the animals a t the breeding grounds. This presents quite
a problem, especially in species as large and formidable as the walrus, or as
elusive as the beluga, and one of the most important problems to be solved is
just how to mark them.
Systematicandzoogeographicstudies

The fauna of the North American Arctic and Subarctic waters and coasts
(except those of Greenland) i s still poorlyknown.
The large gaps in the
distribution maps are being filled in, but even when the work of the Calanus
and BlueDolphin expeditions, and of the Point Barrow Laboratory,
is published, there will still be a great deal of faunistic work to do, particularly in
the centralarctic section, and in the Beaufort Sea. The present signs are
that when these gaps are filled in, the results will be very interesting. Ekman
(1953,p. 159) has collected evidence to show that “a considerable part of the
North Atlantic boreal fauna and the Polar Sea arctic fauna is derived from
the North Pacific”, andalthoughtheevidence
isof the equivocal sort that
zoogeography is often forced to use for lack of anything better, it is also the
sort that is accepted by most zoogeographers. The shelf fauna of the North
Pacific contains many more species and genera than are to be found on the.
North Atlantic shelf, and it is only in the Pacific region that endemic families
are found. Given certain premises (which are not quite argument-proof),
this is evidence for the dispersal of the fauna from the Pacific to the Atlantic.
However that may be, there is good indication that there has been a dispersal
from the North Pacific or Bering Sea area eastward to the Canadian Eastern
Arctic, andalso westward tothe waters of the Siberian shelf, which has
hitherto left thecoasts of Greenland and of northwest Europe almost untouched.
in the
This is a t present represented by the land-locked sealofSealLakes
Ungava Peninsula, by certain ’ of the fishes in Hudson Bay and Ungava Bay,
and by several amphipod species;and thefullstudy
of theEastern Arctic
fauna will no doubt bring manymoresuch
examples to light. Such distrithe whole
butions are doubtless a legacy from early postglacialtimes,and
study of arcticzoogeography hasan important bearing onthe glacialand
postglacial history of the North American Arctic.
Within the arctic zone, the phenomenon of circumpolarity appears to be
fairly common, although the’addition of the North American sector to the
picturemay well changeour ideas in this as in other aspects of northern
marine distribution. It may well be thatthere are variations withincircumpolar species, which will be significant of isolation withinthecircumpolar
area, especially in the littoral and benthonic species; and even for holoplanktonic forms there is the possibility of isolation bycurrent systems. In the
marine subarctic, thetruemonotypiccircumpolar
species is the exception
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rather than the rule, and the investigation of the extent and quality of variation
within subarctic genera is a matter of great interest to the student of evolution,
and will be much extended by the filling in of the North American gap in our
knowledge.
As for the fauna of the deep basins, there can be little doubt that even
inthe regions where most exploration has been made, as in the Greenland
and Norwegian seas, there is still much to be added. In Baffin Bay our present
knowledge is based almost entirely on the results of one short expedition, the
Godthaab expedition of 1928. At the present stage of the study there appears
to be a large number of species common to all the arctic basins (Arctic Ocean,
NorwegianandGreenland
seas,andBaffin
Bay),afactwhichmay
have
interesting implications concerning the recent history of those depths. Before
any firm conclusions can be drawn,however,there
is muchdeep-water
dredging and bottom sampling to be done.
There are many groups, which cannot be mentioned in detail here, whose
systematics are in a somewhatchaotic state. For some of these, such as the
Gadid and Liparid fishes, we need embryological studies in order to untangle
the pattern of relationship, and for others, such as several amphipod families,
we need large collections from the whole circumpolar field.
Finally, since zoogeography is a study of a dynamic, not a static, phenomenon, and since changes in the distribution of marine animals can be of
decisive economicimportance, it is necessary to keeproutine observations
going every year, or at regular intervals, not only upon the fauna itself, but
upon the hydrographic conditions which, more than anything else, determine
the composition of the fauna. Changes in the marine climate have not been
treated in this paper, partly because of lack of space, partly because their
existenceand theiroverwhelmingimportance
are now well established,and
the continued study of them may be taken for granted.
The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness toDr.Gunnar
Thorson of the University of Copenhagen for reading the manuscript of this
paper, and for valuable suggestions.
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